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Abstract This paper describes the algorithms for the
reconstruction and identification of electrons in the central
region of the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). These algorithms were used for all ATLAS results
with electrons in the final state that are based on the 2012
pp collision data produced by the LHC at
√
s = 8 TeV.
The efficiency of these algorithms, together with the charge
misidentification rate, is measured in data and evaluated in
simulated samples using electrons from Z → ee, Z → eeγ
and J/ψ → ee decays. For these efficiency measurements,
the full recorded data set, corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 20.3 fb−1, is used. Based on a new recon-
struction algorithm used in 2012, the electron reconstruction
efficiency is 97% for electrons with ET = 15 GeV and 99%
at ET = 50 GeV. Combining this with the efficiency of addi-
tional selection criteria to reject electrons from background
processes or misidentified hadrons, the efficiency to recon-
struct and identify electrons at the ATLAS experiment varies
from 65 to 95%, depending on the transverse momentum of
the electron and background rejection.
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1 Introduction
In the ATLAS detector [1], electrons in the central detec-
tor region are triggered by and reconstructed from energy
deposits in the electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter that are
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matched to a track in the inner detector (ID). Electrons are
distinguished from other particles using identification crite-
ria with different levels of background rejection and signal
efficiency. The identification criteria rely on the shapes of EM
showers in the calorimeter as well as on tracking quantities
and the quality of the matching of the tracks to the clustered
energy deposits in the calorimeter. They are based either on
independent requirements or on a single requirement, the
output of a likelihood function built from these quantities.
In this document, measurements of the efficiency to recon-
struct and identify prompt electrons and their EM charge in
the central region of the ATLAS detector1 with pseudorapid-
ity |η| < 2.47 are presented for pp collision data produced by
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in 2012 at a centre-of-mass
energy of
√
s = 8 TeV, and compared to the prediction from
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. The goal is to extract correc-
tion factors and their uncertainties for measurements of final
states with prompt electrons in order to adjust the MC effi-
ciencies to those measured in data. Electrons from semilep-
tonic heavy-flavour decays are treated as background.
The efficiency measurements follow the methods intro-
duced in Ref. [2] for the 2011 ATLAS electron performance
studies but are improved in several respects and adjusted
for the 2012 data-taking conditions. The measurements are
based on the tag-and-probe method using the Z and the J/ψ
resonances, requiring the presence of an isolated identified
electron as the tag. Additional selection criteria are applied to
obtain a high purity sample of electron candidates that can be
used as probes to measure the reconstruction or identification
efficiency. The measurements span different but overlapping
kinematic regions and are studied as a function of the elec-
tron’s transverse momentum and pseudorapidity. The results
are combined taking into account bin-to-bin correlations.
After briefly describing the ATLAS detector in Sect. 2,
the algorithms to reconstruct and identify electrons are sum-
marized in Sects. 3 and 4. The general methodology of tag-
and-probe efficiency measurements and the decomposition
of the efficiency into its different components are reviewed
in Sect. 5. The data and MC samples used in this work are
summarized in Sect. 6. Sections 7 and 8 describe the identi-
fication efficiency measurements for signal electrons as well
as backgrounds. In Sect. 9, the measurement of the electron
charge misidentification rate is presented. Section 10 details
the reconstruction efficiency measurement, which extends
1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the
nominal pp interaction point at the centre of the detector. The positive
x-axis is defined by the direction from the interaction point to the centre
of the LHC ring, with the positive y-axis pointing upwards, while the
beam direction defines the z-axis. The azimuthal angle φ is measured
around the beam axis and the polar angle θ is the angle from the z-axis.
The pseudorapidity is defined as η = − ln tan(θ/2). The radial distance
between two objects is defined as R =
√
(η)2 + (φ)2. Transverse
energy is computed as ET = E · sin θ .
the identification measurement methodology, and Sect. 11
describes the final results of the combined identification
and reconstruction efficiency measurements. Section 12 con-
cludes with a summary of the results.
2 The ATLAS detector
A complete description of the ATLAS detector is provided
in Ref. [1]. A brief description of the subdetectors that are
relevant for the detection of electrons is given in this section.
The ID provides precise reconstruction of tracks within
|η| < 2.5. It consists of three layers of pixel detectors close
to the beam-pipe, four layers of silicon microstrip detector
modules with pairs of single-sided sensors glued back-to-
back (SCT) providing eight hits per track at intermediate
radii, and a transition radiation tracker (TRT) at the outer
radii, providing on average 35 hits per track in the range
|η| < 2.0. The TRT offers substantial discriminating power
between electrons and charged hadrons between energies of
0.5 and 100 GeV, via the detection of X-rays produced by
transition radiation. The innermost pixel layer in 2012 and
earlier, also called the b-layer, is located outside the beam-
pipe at a radius of 50 mm. Together with the other layers, it
provides precise vertexing and significant rejection of photon
conversions through the requirement that a track has a hit in
this layer.
The ID is surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid
with a length of 5.3 m and diameter of 2.5 m. The solenoid
provides a 2 T magnetic field for the measurement of the
curvature of charged particles to determine their charge and
momentum. The solenoid design attempts to minimize the
amount of material by integrating it into a vacuum vessel
shared with the LAr calorimeter. The magnet thus only con-
tributes a total of 0.66 radiation lengths of material at normal
incidence.
The main EM calorimeter is a lead/liquid-argon sam-
pling calorimeter with accordion-shaped electrodes and lead
absorber plates. It is divided into a barrel section (EMB)
covering |η| < 1.475 and two endcap sections (EMEC) cov-
ering 1.375 < |η| < 3.2. For |η| < 2.5, it is divided into
three layers longitudinal in shower depth (called strip, mid-
dle and back layers) and offers a fine segmentation in the
lateral direction of the showers. At high energy, most of the
EM shower energy is collected in the middle layer which has
a lateral granularity of 0.025 × 0.025 in η–φ space. The first
(strip) layer consists of strips with a finer granularity in the
η-direction and with a coarser granularity in φ. It provides
excellent γ –π0 discrimination and a precise estimation of the
pseudorapidity of the impact point. The back layer collects
the energy deposited in the tail of high-energy EM show-
ers. A thin presampler detector, covering |η| < 1.8, is used
to correct for fluctuations in upstream energy losses. The
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transition region between the EMB and EMEC calorimeters,
1.37 < |η| < 1.52, suffers from a large amount of material.
Hadronic calorimeters with at least three segments lon-
gitudinal in shower depth surround the EM calorimeter and
are used in this context to reject hadronic jets. The forward
calorimeters cover the range 3.1 < |η| < 4.9 and also have
EM shower identification capabilities given their fine lateral
granularity and longitudinal segmentation into three layers.
3 Electron reconstruction
Electron reconstruction in the central region of the ATLAS
detector (|η| < 2.47) starts from energy deposits (clusters) in
the EM calorimeter which are then matched to reconstructed
tracks of charged particles in the ID.
3.1 Electron seed-cluster reconstruction
The η–φ space of the EM calorimeter system is divided into
a grid of Nη × Nφ = 200 × 256 towers of size ηtower ×
φtower = 0.025 × 0.025, corresponding to the granularity
of the EM accordion calorimeter middle layer. The energy
of the calorimeter cells in all shower-depth layers (the strip,
middle and back EM accordion calorimeter layers and for
|η| < 1.8 also the presampler detector) is summed to get
the tower energy. The energy of a cell which spans several
towers is distributed evenly among the towers without taking
into account any geometrical weighting.
To reconstruct the EM clusters, seed clusters of tow-
ers with total cluster transverse energy above 2.5 GeV are
searched for by a sliding-window algorithm [3]. The win-
dow size is 3 × 5 towers in η–φ space. A duplicate-removal
algorithm is applied to nearby seed clusters.
Cluster reconstruction is expected to be very efficient for
true electrons. In MC samples passing the full ATLAS sim-
ulation chain, the efficiency is about 95% for electrons with
a transverse energy of ET = 7 GeV and reaches 99% at
ET = 15 GeV and 99.9% at ET = 45 GeV, placing a
requirement only on the angular distance between the gen-
erated electron and the reconstructed electron cluster. The
efficiency decreases with increasing pseudorapidity in the
endcap region |η| > 1.37.
3.2 Electron-track candidate reconstruction
Track reconstruction for electrons was improved for the 2012
data-taking period with respect to the one used for 2011
data-taking, especially for electrons which undergo signif-
icant energy loss due to bremsstrahlung in the detector, to
achieve a high and uniform efficiency.
Table 1 shows the definition of shower-shape and track-
quality variables, including Rη and RHad. For each seed EM
cluster2 passing loose shower-shape requirements of Rη >
0.65 and RHad < 0.1 a region-of-interest (ROI) is defined as
a cone of size R = 0.3 around the seed cluster barycentre.
The collection of these EM cluster ROIs is retained for use
in the track reconstruction.
Track reconstruction proceeds in two steps: pattern recog-
nition and track fit. In 2012, in addition to the standard track-
pattern recognition and track fit, an electron-specific pattern
recognition and track fit were introduced in order to recover
losses from bremsstrahlung and therefore improve the recon-
struction of electrons. Either of these algorithms, the pattern
recognition and the track fit, use a particle-specific hypoth-
esis for the particle mass and respective probability for the
particle to undergo bremsstrahlung, referred to in the follow-
ing either as pion or electron hypothesis.
The standard pattern recognition [4] uses the pion hypoth-
esis for energy loss in the material of the detector. If a
track3 seed (consisting of three hits in different layers of
the silicon detectors) with a transverse momentum larger
than 1 GeV cannot be successfully extended to a full track
with at least seven hits using the pion hypothesis and it falls
within one of the EM cluster ROIs, it is retried with the new
pattern recognition using an electron hypothesis that allows
for energy loss. This modified pattern recognition algorithm
(based on a Kalman filter–smoother formalism [5]) allows
up to 30% energy loss at each material surface to account
for bremsstrahlung. Below 1 GeV, no refitting is performed.
Thus, an electron-specific algorithm has been integrated into
the standard track reconstruction; it improves the perfor-
mance for electrons and has minimal interference with the
main track reconstruction.
Track candidates are fitted using either the pion or the
electron hypothesis (according to the hypothesis used in the
pattern recognition) with the ATLAS Global χ2 Track Fit-
ter [6]. The electron hypothesis employs the same track fit
as for the pion hypothesis except that it adds an extra term
to compensate for the increase in χ2 due to bremsstrahlung
losses, in order to be able to fit the track with an acceptable χ2
such that it can be further used in the electron reconstruction.
If a track candidate fails the pion hypothesis track fit due to
a large χ2 (for example caused by large energy losses), it is
refitted using the electron hypothesis.
Tracks are then considered as loosely matched to an EM
cluster, if they pass either of the following two requirements:
2 As in the 2011 electron reconstruction algorithm, clusters must satisfy
loose requirements on the maximum fraction of energy deposited in the
different layers of the EM calorimeter system: 0.9, 0.8, 0.98, 0.8 for the
presampler detector, the strip, the middle and the back EM accordion
calorimeter layers, respectively.
3 The transverse momentum threshold for tracks reconstructed with the
pion hypothesis is 400 MeV based on the pattern recognition.
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(i) Tracks with at least four silicon hits are extrapolated
from their measured perigee to the middle layer of the
EM accordion calorimeter. In the middle layer of the
calorimeter, the extrapolated tracks have to be either
within 0.2 in φ of the EM cluster on the side the track is
bending towards or within 0.05 on the opposite side. They
also have to be within 0.05 in η of the EM cluster. TRT-
only tracks, i.e. tracks with less than four silicon hits, are
extrapolated from the last measurement point. They are
retained at this early stage as they are used later in the
reconstruction chain to reconstruct photon conversions.
Clusters without any associated tracks with silicon hits
are eventually considered as photons and are not used to
reconstruct prompt-electron candidates. TRT-only tracks
have to pass the same requirement for the difference in φ
between track and cluster as tracks with silicon hits but
no requirement is placed on the difference in η between
track and cluster at this stage as their η coordinate is not
measured precisely.
(ii) The track extrapolated to the middle layer of the EM
accordion calorimeter, after rescaling its momentum to
the measured cluster energy, has to be either within 0.1
in φ of the EM cluster on the side the track is bend-
ing towards or within 0.05 on the opposite side. Further-
more, non-TRT-only tracks must be within 0.05 in η of
the calorimeter cluster. As in (i), the track extrapolation
is made from the last measurement point for TRT-only
tracks and from the point of closest approach with respect
to the primary collision vertex for tracks with silicon hits.
Criterion (ii) aims to recover tracks of typically large cur-
vature that have potentially suffered significant energy loss
before reaching the calorimeter. Rescaling the momentum
of the track to that of the reconstructed cluster allows reten-
tion of tracks whose measured momentum in the ID does not
match the energy reconstructed in the calorimeter because
they have undergone bremsstrahlung. The bremsstrahlung
is assumed to have occurred in the ID or the cryostat and
solenoid before the calorimeter (for tracks with silicon hits)
or in the cryostat and solenoid before the calorimeter (for
TRT-only tracks).
At this point, all electron-track candidates are defined. The
track parameters of these candidates, for all but the TRT-
only tracks, are precisely re-estimated using an optimized
electron track fitter, the Gaussian Sum Filter (GSF) [7] algo-
rithm, which is a non-linear generalization of the Kalman
filter [5] algorithm. It yields a better estimate of the electron
track parameters, especially those in the transverse plane, by
accounting for non-linear bremsstrahlung effects. TRT-only
tracks and the very rare tracks (about 0.01%) that fail the
GSF fit keep the parameters from the Global χ2 Track Fit.
These tracks are then used to perform the final track-cluster
matching to build electron candidates and also to provide
information for particle identification.
3.3 Electron-candidate reconstruction
An electron is reconstructed if at least one track is matched
to the seed cluster. The efficiency of this matching and sub-
sequent track quality requirements is measured as the recon-
struction efficiency in Sect. 10. The track-cluster matching
proceeds as described for the previous step in Sect. 3.2, but
with the GSF refitted tracks and tighter requirements: the
separation in φ must be less than 0.1 (and not 0.2). Addition-
ally, TRT-only tracks must satisfy loose track-cluster match-
ing criteria in η and tighter ones in φ: in the TRT barrel
|η| < 0.35 and in the TRT endcap |η| < 0.02. In both
the barrel and the endcaps the requirements are |φ| < 0.03
on the side the track is bending towards and |φ| < 0.02 on
the other side. In this procedure, more than one track can be
associated with a cluster.
Although all tracks assigned to a cluster are kept for fur-
ther analysis, the best-matched one is chosen as the pri-
mary track which is used to determine the kinematics and
charge of the electron and to calculate the electron identifi-
cation decision. Thus choosing the primary track is a crucial
step in the electron reconstruction chain. To favour the pri-
mary electron track and to avoid random matches between
nearby tracks in the case of cascades due to bremsstrahlung,
tracks with at least one hit in the pixel detector are pre-
ferred. If more than one associated track has pixel hits, the
following sorting criteria are considered. First, the distance
between the track and the cluster is considered for any pair
of tracks, which are referred to as i and j in the following.
Then two angular distance variables are defined in the η–
φ plane. R is the distance between the cluster barycen-
tre and the extrapolated track in the middle layer of the
EM accordion calorimeter, while Rrescaled is the distance
between the cluster barycentre and the extrapolated track
when the track momentum is rescaled to the measured clus-
ter energy before the extrapolation to the middle layer. If
|Rrescaled,i−Rrescaled, j | > 0.01, the track with the smaller
Rrescaled is chosen. If |Rrescaled,i − Rrescaled, j | ≤ 0.01
and |Ri − R j | > 0.01, the track with smaller R is
taken. For the rest of the cases, the two tracks have both sim-
ilar Rrescaled and similar R, and the track with more pixel
hits4 is chosen as the primary track. A hit in the first layer of
the pixel detector counts twice to prefer tracks with early hits.
If there are two best tracks with exactly the same numbers of
hits, the track with smaller R is taken.
4 Throughout the paper, when counting hits in the pixel and SCT detec-
tors, non-operational modules that are traversed by the track are counted
as hits.
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All seed clusters together with their matching tracks, if
there is at least one of them, are treated as electron candidates.
Each of these electron clusters is then rebuilt in all four layers
sequentially, starting from the middle layer, using 3×7 (5×5)
cells in η × φ in the barrel (endcaps) of the EM accordion
calorimeter. The cluster position is adjusted in each layer to
take into account the distribution of the deposited energy. The
fixed sizes of 3 × 7 (5 × 5) cells for electron clusters were
optimized to take into account the different overall energy
distributions in the barrel (endcap) accordion calorimeters
specifically for electrons.5
Up to this point, neither the electron clusters nor the cells
inside the clusters are calibrated. The energy calibration [8] is
applied as the next step and was improved for 2012 data using
multivariate analysis (MVA) techniques [9] and an improved
description of the detector [10] by the GEANT4 [11] simula-
tion. The calibration procedure is outlined briefly below.
After applying the electronic readout calibration to the
calorimeter cells with a global energy scale factor corre-
sponding to the electron response, a number of data pre-
corrections are applied for measured effects of the bunch
train structure and imperfectly corrected response in specific
regions. The presampler energy scales and the EM accordion
calorimeter strip-to-middle-layer energy-scale ratios are also
corrected [8].
The cluster energy is then determined from the energy in
the three layers of the EM accordion calorimeter by applying
a correction factor determined by linear regression using an
MVA trained on large samples of single-electron MC events
produced with the full ATLAS simulation chain. The input
quantities used for electrons and photons are the total energy
measured in the accordion calorimeter, the ratio of the energy
measured in the presampler to the energy measured in the
accordion, the shower depth,6 the pseudorapidity of the clus-
ter barycentre in the ATLAS coordinate system, and the η and
φ positions of the cluster barycentre in the local coordinate
system of the calorimeter. Including the cluster barycentre
position allows a correction to be made for the larger lateral
energy leakage for particles that hit a cell close to the edge
and for the variation of the response as a function of the par-
ticle impact point with respect to the calorimeter absorbers.
In the last step, correction factors are derived in situ using
a large sample of collected Z → ee events. They are applied
to the reconstructed electrons as a final energy calibration
in data events. Electron energies are smeared in simulated
5 Unconverted (converted) photon clusters, which are used in the recon-
struction efficiency measurement in Sect. 10, are built using 3×5 (3×7)
cells in the barrel and 5 × 5 (5 × 5) cells in the endcap.
6 The shower depth is defined as X = i Xi Ei/i Ei where Ei is the
cluster energy in layer i and Xi is the approximate calorimeter thickness
(in radiation lengths) from the interaction point to the middle of layer
i , including the presampler detector layer where present.
events, as the simulated electrons have a better energy reso-
lution than electrons in data.
The four-momentum of central electrons (|η| < 2.47) is
computed using information from both the final cluster and
the track best matched to the original seed cluster. The energy
is given by the cluster energy. The φ and η directions are
taken from the corresponding track parameters, except for
TRT-only tracks for which the cluster φ and η values are
used.
4 Electron identification
Not all objects built by the electron reconstruction algorithms
are prompt electrons which are considered signal objects in
this publication. Background objects include hadronic jets as
well as electrons from photon conversions, Dalitz decays and
from semileptonic heavy-flavour hadron decays. In order to
reject as much of these backgrounds as possible while keep-
ing the efficiency for prompt electrons high, electron iden-
tification algorithms are based on discriminating variables,
which are combined into a menu of selections with various
background rejection powers. Sequential requirements and
MVA techniques are employed.
Variables describing the longitudinal and lateral shapes
of the EM showers in the calorimeters, the properties of the
tracks in the ID, as well as the matching between tracks and
energy clusters are used to discriminate against the different
background sources. These variables [2,12,13] are detailed
in Table 1. Table 2 summarizes which variables are used
for the different selections of the so-called cut-based and
likelihood (LH) [14] identification menus.
4.1 Cut-based identification
The cut-based selections, Loose, Medium, Tight and Multi-
lepton, are optimized in 10 bins in |η| and 11 bins in ET. This
binning allows the identification to take into account the vari-
ation of the electrons’ characteristics due to e.g. the depen-
dence of the shower shapes on the amount of passive mate-
rial traversed before entering the EM calorimeter. Shower
shapes and track properties also change with the energy of
the particle. The electrons selected with Tight are a subset
of the electrons selected with Medium, which in turn are a
subset of Loose electrons. With increasing tightness, more
variables are added and requirements are tightened on the
variables already used in the looser selections.
Due to its simplicity, the cut-based electron identifica-
tion [2,12,13], which is based on sequential requirements on
selected variables, has been used by the ATLAS Collabo-
ration for identifying electrons since the beginning of data-
taking. In 2011, for
√
s = 7 TeV collisions, its performance
(defined in terms of efficiency and background rejection) was
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Table 1 Definition of electron discriminating variables
Type Description Name
Hadronic leakage Ratio of ET in the first layer of the hadronic calorimeter to ET of the EM cluster (used
over the range |η| < 0.8 or |η| > 1.37)
RHad1
Ratio of ET in the hadronic calorimeter to ET of the EM cluster (used over the range
0.8 < |η| < 1.37)
RHad
Back layer of EM calorimeter Ratio of the energy in the back layer to the total energy in the EM accordion calorimeter f3
Middle layer of EM calorimeter Lateral shower width,
√
(Eiη2i )/(Ei ) − ((Eiηi )/(Ei ))2, where Ei is the energy
and ηi is the pseudorapidity of cell i and the sum is calculated within a window of
3 × 5 cells
wη2
Ratio of the energy in 3 × 3 cells to the energy in 3 × 7 cells centred at the electron
cluster position
Rφ
Ratio of the energy in 3 × 7 cells to the energy in 7 × 7 cells centred at the electron
cluster position
Rη
Strip layer of EM calorimeter Shower width,
√
(Ei (i − imax)2)/(Ei ), where i runs over all strips in a window of
η × φ ≈ 0.0625 × 0.2, corresponding typically to 20 strips in η, and imax is the
index of the highest-energy strip
wstot
Ratio of the energy difference between the maximum energy deposit and the energy
deposit in a secondary maximum in the cluster to the sum of these energies
Eratio
Ratio of the energy in the strip layer to the total energy in the EM accordion calorimeter f1
Track quality Number of hits in the b-layer (discriminates against photon conversions) nBlayer
Number of hits in the pixel detector nPixel
Total number of hits in the pixel and SCT detectors nSi
Transverse impact parameter d0
Significance of transverse impact parameter defined as the ratio of the magnitude of d0
to its uncertainty
σd0
Momentum lost by the track between the perigee and the last measurement point divided
by the original momentum
p/p
TRT Total number of hits in the TRT nTRT
Ratio of the number of high-threshold hits to the total number of hits in the TRT FHT
Track-cluster matching η between the cluster position in the strip layer and the extrapolated track η
φ between the cluster position in the middle layer and the extrapolated track φ
Defined as φ, but the track momentum is rescaled to the cluster energy before
extrapolating the track to the middle layer of the calorimeter
φres
Ratio of the cluster energy to the track momentum E/p
Conversions Veto electron candidates matched to reconstructed photon conversions isConv
improved by loosening requirements and introducing addi-
tional variables, especially in the looser selections [2]. In
2012, for
√
s = 8 TeV collisions, due to higher instantaneous
luminosities provided by the LHC, the number of overlap-
ping collisions (pile-up) and therefore the number of particles
in an event7 increased. Due to the higher energy density per
event, the shower shapes, even of isolated electrons, tend
to look more background-like. In order to cope with this,
requirements were loosened on the variables most sensitive
to pile-up (RHad(1) and Rη) and tightened on others to keep
the performance (efficiency/background rejection) roughly
constant as a function of the number of reconstructed pri-
7 Here an “event” refers to a triggered bunch crossing with all its hard
and soft pp interactions, as recorded by the detector.
mary vertices. A requirement on f3 was added in 2012, as
well. Furthermore, a new selection was added, called Multi-
lepton, which is optimized for the low-energy electrons in the
H → Z Z∗ → 4 ( = e, μ) analysis. For these electrons,
Multilepton has a similar efficiency to the Loose selection,
but provides a better background rejection. In comparison
to Loose, requirements on the shower shapes are loosened
and more variables are added, including those sensitive to
bremsstrahlung effects.
4.2 Likelihood identification
MVA techniques are powerful, since they allow the com-
bined evaluation of several properties when making a selec-
tion decision. Out of the different MVA techniques, the LH
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Table 2 The variables used in
the different selections of the
electron identification menu
Cut-based Likelihood
Name Loose Medium Tight Multilepton Loose LH Medium LH Very Tight LH
RHad(1)       
f3      
wη2       
Rη       
Rφ   
wstot    
Eratio       
f1   
nBlayer      
nPixel       
nSi       
d0    
σd0  
p/p    
nTRT   
FHT      
η       
φ 
φres    
E/p 
isConv  
was chosen for electron identification because of its simple
construction.
The electron LH makes use of signal and background
probability density functions (pdfs) of the discriminating
variables. Based on these pdfs, which are treated as uncor-
related, an overall probability is calculated for the object to
be signal or background. The signal and background prob-
abilities for a given electron candidate are combined into a
discriminant dL:
dL = LSLS + LB , LS(B)(x) =
n∏
i=1
PS(B),i (xi ) (1)
where x is the vector of variable values and PS,i (xi ) is the
value of the signal probability density function of the i th
variable evaluated at xi . In the same way, PB,i (xi ) refers to
the background probability density function.
Signal and background pdfs used for the electron LH iden-
tification are obtained from data. As in the Multilepton cut-
based selection, variables sensitive to bremsstrahlung effects
are included.
Furthermore, additional variables with significant dis-
criminating power but also a large overlap between signal
and background that prevents explicit requirements (like Rφ
and f1) are included. The variables counting the hits on the
track are not used as pdfs in the LH, but are left as simple
requirements, as every electron should have a high-quality
track to allow a robust momentum measurement.
The Loose LH, Medium LH, and Very Tight LH selections
are designed to roughly match the electron efficiencies of the
Multilepton, Medium and Tight cut-based selections, but to
have better rejection of light-flavour jets and conversions.8
Each LH selection places a requirement on a LH dis-
criminant, made with a different set of variables. The Loose
LH features variables most useful for discrimination against
light-flavour jets (in addition, a requirement on nBlayer is
applied to reject conversions). In the Medium LH and Very
Tight LH regimes, additional variables (d0, isConv) are added
for further rejection of heavy-flavour jets and conversions.
Although different variables are used for the different selec-
tions, a sample of electrons selected using a tighter LH is a
subset of the electron samples selected using the looser LH
to a very good approximation.
The LH for each selection consists of 9 × 6 sets of pdfs,
divided into 9 |η| bins and 6 ET bins. This binning is similar
to, but coarser than, the binning used for the cut-based selec-
8 Another selection, Tight LH, was originally also developed with the
background rejection matching the background rejection of the Tight
cut-based selection, but it was never used. Therefore, for the LHC Run
2, Very Tight LH was renamed to Tight LH.
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tions. It is chosen to balance the available number of events
with the variation of the pdf shapes in ET and |η|.
4.3 Electron isolation
In order to further reject hadronic jets misidentified as elec-
trons, most analyses require electrons to pass some isolation
requirement in addition to the identification requirements
described above. The two main isolation variables are:
• Calorimeter-based isolation:
The calorimetric isolation variable EconeRT is defined as the
sum of the transverse energy deposited in the calorimeter
cells in a cone of size R around the electron, excluding the
contribution within η × φ = 0.125 × 0.175 around the
electron cluster barycentre. It is corrected for energy leak-
age from the electron shower into the isolation cone and for
the effect of pile-up using a correction parameterized as a
function of the number of reconstructed primary vertices.
• Track-based isolation:
The track isolation variable pconeRT is the scalar sum of
the transverse momentum of the tracks with pT > 0.4 GeV
in a cone of R around the electron, excluding the track
of the electron itself. The tracks considered in the sum must
originate from the primary vertex associated with the electron
track and be of good quality; i.e. they must have at least nine
silicon hits, one of which must be in the innermost pixel layer.
Both types of isolation are used in the tag-and-probe mea-
surements, mainly in order to tighten the selection criteria of
the tag. Whenever isolation is applied to the probe electron
candidate in this work (this only happens in the J/ψ analysis
described in Sect. 7.2), the criteria are chosen such that the
effect on the measured identification efficiency is estimated
to be small.
5 Efficiency measurement methodology
5.1 The tag-and-probe method
Measuring the identification and reconstruction efficiency
requires a clean and unbiased sample of electrons. The
method of choice is the tag-and-probe method, which makes
use of the characteristic signatures of Z → ee and J/ψ → ee
decays. In both cases, strict selection criteria are applied on
one of the two decay electrons, called tag, and the second
electron, the probe, is used for the efficiency measurements.
Additional event selection criteria are applied to further reject
background. Only events satisfying data-quality criteria, in
particular concerning the ID and the calorimeters, are consid-
ered. Furthermore, at least one reconstructed primary vertex
with at least three tracks must be present in the event. The tag-
and-probe pairs must also pass requirements on their recon-
structed invariant mass. In order to not bias the selected probe
sample, each valid combination of electron pairs in the event
is considered; an electron can be the tag in one pair and the
probe in another.
The probe samples are contaminated by background
objects (for example, hadrons misidentified as electrons,
electrons from semileptonic heavy flavour decays or from
photon conversions). This contamination is estimated using
either background template shapes or combined fits of back-
ground and signal analytical models to the data. The number
of electrons is independently estimated at the probe level and
at the level where the probe electron candidate satisfies the
tested criteria. The efficiency  is defined as the fraction of
probe electrons satisfying the tested criteria.
The efficiency to detect an electron is divided into differ-
ent components, namely trigger, reconstruction and identifi-
cation efficiencies, as well as the efficiency to satisfy addi-
tional analysis criteria, like isolation. The full efficiency total
for a single electron can be written as:
total = reconstruction × identification × trigger × additional
= Nreconstruction
Nclusters
× Nidentification
Nreconstruction
× Ntrigger
Nidentification
× Nadditional
Ntrigger
. (2)
The efficiency components are defined and measured in a
specific order to preserve consistency: the reconstruction
efficiency, reconstruction, is measured with respect to elec-
tron clusters reconstructed in the EM calorimeter Nclusters;
the identification efficiency identification is determined with
respect to reconstructed electrons Nreconstruction. Trigger effi-
ciencies are calculated for reconstructed electrons satisfying
a given identification criterion Nidentification. Therefore, for
each identification selection a dedicated set of trigger effi-
ciency measurements is performed. Additional selection cri-
teria are often imposed in analyses of collision data, for exam-
ple on the isolation of electrons (introduced in Sect. 4.3). Nei-
ther trigger nor isolation efficiency measurements are cov-
ered here.
The determination of identification and reconstruction is
described in Sects. 7 and 10. The efficiencies are measured
in data and in simulated Z → ee and J/ψ → ee samples. To
compare the data values with the estimates of the MC sim-
ulation, the same requirements are used to select the probe
electrons. However, no background needs to be subtracted
from the simulated samples; instead, the reconstructed elec-
tron track must be matched to an electron trajectory provided
by the MC simulation within R < 0.2. Matched electrons
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from converted photons that are radiated off an electron orig-
inating from a Z or J/ψ decay are also accepted by the
analyses. The denominator of the reconstruction efficiency
includes electrons that were not properly reconstructed. If
electrons in the simulated Z → ee samples are reconstructed
as clusters without a matching track, the Z decay electrons
provided by the MC simulation are matched to the recon-
structed cluster within R < 0.2.
5.1.1 Data-to-MC correction factors
The accuracy with which the MC detector simulation mod-
els the electron efficiency plays an important role in cross-
section measurements and various searches for new physics.
In order to achieve reliable results, the simulated MC samples
need to be corrected to reproduce the measured data efficien-
cies as closely as possible. This is achieved by a multiplica-
tive correction factor defined as the ratio of the efficiency
measured in data to that in the simulation. These data-to-
MC correction factors are usually close to unity. Deviations
come from the mismodelling of tracking properties or shower
shapes in the calorimeters.
Since the electron efficiencies depend on the transverse
energy and pseudorapidity, the measurements are performed
in two-dimensional bins in (ET, η). These bins follow the
detector geometry and the binning used for optimization and
are as narrow as the size of the respective data set allows.
Residual effects, due to the finite bin widths and kinematic
differences of the physics processes used in the measure-
ments, are expected to cancel in the data-to-MC efficiency
ratio. Therefore, the combination of the different efficiency
measurements is carried out using the data-to-MC ratios
instead of the efficiencies themselves. The procedure for the
combination is described in Sect. 7.3.
5.2 Determination of central values and uncertainties
For the evaluation of the results of the measurements and their
uncertainties using a given final state (Z → ee, Z → eeγ or
J/ψ → ee), the following approach was chosen. The details
of the efficiency measurement methods are varied in order
to estimate the impact of the analysis choices and poten-
tial imperfections in the background modelling. Examples
of these variations are the selection of the tag electron or
the background estimation method. For the measurement of
the data-to-MC correction factors, the same variations of the
selection are applied consistently in data and MC simulation.
Uncertainties due to charge misidentification of the tag-and-
probe pairs are neglected.
The final result (the central value) of a given efficiency
measurement using one of the Z → ee, Z → eeγ or J/ψ →
ee processes is taken to be the average value of the results
from all variations (including the use of different background
subtraction methods, e.g. Z iso and Zmass for the Z → ee final
state as described in Sects. 7.1.2, 7.1.3).
The systematic uncertainty is estimated to be equal to the
root mean square (RMS) of the measurements with the inten-
tion of modelling a 68% confidence interval. However, in
many bins the RMS does not cover at least 68% of all the
variations, so an empirical factor of 1.2 is applied to the deter-
mined uncertainty in all bins.
The statistical uncertainty is taken to be the average of the
statistical uncertainties over all investigated variations of the
measurement. The statistical uncertainty in a single variation
of the measurement is calculated following the approach in
Ref. [15].
6 Data and Monte Carlo samples
The results in this paper are based on 8 TeV LHC pp colli-
sion data collected with the ATLAS detector in 2012. After
requiring good data quality, in particular concerning the ID
and the EM and hadronic calorimeters, the integrated lumi-
nosity used for the measurements is 20.3 fb−1.
The measurements are compared to predictions from MC
simulation. The Z → ee and Z → eeγ MC samples are gen-
erated with the POWHEG-BOX [16–18] generator interfaced
to PYTHIA8 [19], using the CT10 NLO PDF set [20] for
the hard process, the CTEQ6L1 PDF set [21] and a set of
tuned parameters called the AU2CT10 showering tune [22]
for the parton shower. The J/ψ → ee events are simulated
using PYTHIA8 both for prompt (pp → J/ψ + X ) and for
non-prompt (bb¯ → J/ψ + X ) production. The CTEQ6L1
LO PDF set is used, as well as the AU2CTEQ6L1 parameter
set for the showering [22]. All MC samples are processed
through the full ATLAS detector simulation [10] based on
GEANT4 [11].
The distribution of material in front of the presampler
detector and the EM accordion calorimeter as a function of
|η| is shown in the left plot of Fig. 1. The contributions of the
different detector elements up to the ID boundaries, includ-
ing services and thermal enclosures, are detailed on the right.
These material distributions are used as input to the MC sim-
ulation.
The peak at |η| ≈ 1.5 in the left plot of Fig. 1, correspond-
ing to the transition region between the barrel and endcap EM
accordion calorimeters, is due to the cryostats, the corner of
the barrel EM accordion calorimeter, the ID services and
parts of the scintillator-tile hadronic calorimeter. The sud-
den increase of material at |η| ≈ 3.2, corresponding to the
transition between the endcap calorimeters and the forward
calorimeter, is mostly due to the cryostat that acts also as a
support structure.
The simulation also includes realistic modelling (tuned
to the data) of the event pile-up from the same, previous,
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Fig. 1 Amount of material, in units of radiation length X0, traversed by
a particle as a function of |η|: material in front of the presampler detec-
tor and the EM accordion calorimeter (left), and material up to the ID
boundaries (right). The contributions of the different detector elements,
including the services and thermal enclosures are shown separately by
filled colour areas
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Fig. 2 Number of reconstructed primary vertices in events with an
electron cluster candidate with 15 GeV < ET < 30 GeV (open circles)
and 30 GeV < ET < 50 GeV (filled squares) in the Z → ee data set
used for the reconstruction efficiency measurement described in Sect. 10
and subsequent bunch crossings. The energies of the elec-
tron candidates in simulation are smeared to match the res-
olution in data and the simulated MC events are weighted to
reproduce the distributions of the primary-vertex z-position
and the number of vertices in data, the latter being a good
indicator of pile-up. Figure 2 shows the distribution of
the number of primary collision vertices in events with an
identified electron and an electron cluster candidate (with
15 GeV < ET < 30 GeV and 30 GeV < ET < 50 GeV)
in the Z → ee data set used for the reconstruction efficiency
measurement described in Sect. 10. The distribution does not
depend on the transverse energy of the cluster of the probe
electron candidate.
7 Identification efficiency measurement
The efficiencies of the identification criteria (Loose, Medium,
Tight, Multilepton and Loose LH, Medium LH, Very Tight
LH) are determined in data and in the simulated samples with
respect to reconstructed electrons with associated tracks that
have at least one hit in the pixel detector and at least seven
total hits in the pixel and SCT detectors (this requirement
is referred to as “track quality” below). The efficiencies are
calculated as the ratio of the number of electrons passing a
certain identification selection (numerator) to the number of
electrons with a matching track satisfying the track quality
requirements (denominator).
For the identification efficiencies determined in this paper,
three different decays of resonances are used, and com-
bined in the overlapping regions as described in Sect. 7.3:
radiative decays of the Z boson, Z → eeγ , for elec-
trons with 10 GeV < ET < 15 GeV, Z → ee for electrons
with ET > 15 GeV and J/ψ → ee for electrons with
7 GeV < ET < 20 GeV. The distributions of the probe elec-
tron candidates passing the Tight identification selection are
depicted in Fig. 3 as a function of η (left) and ET (right), giv-
ing an indication of the number of events available for each
of the measurements in the respective η and ET bin. The ET
spectrum of probe electron candidates from J/ψ → ee is
discontinuous, as the sample is selected by a number of trig-
gers with different ET thresholds as discussed in Sect. 7.2.
7.1 Tag-and-probe with Z → ee events
Z → ee(γ ) decays are used to measure the identification effi-
ciency for electrons with ET > 10 GeV. The tag-and-probe
method using Z → ee decays provides a clean sample of elec-
trons, especially when the probe electron candidates have
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Fig. 3 Pseudorapidity and transverse energy distributions of probe
electron candidates satisfying the Tight identification criterion in the
Z → ee (full circles), Z → eeγ (empty triangles) and the J/ψ → ee
(full triangles) samples. The ET distribution of probe electron candi-
dates from J/ψ → ee is discontinuous, as the sample is selected by a
number of triggers with different ET thresholds
ET > 25 GeV. For lower transverse energies, background
subtraction becomes important. Two different distributions
are used to discriminate signal electrons from background:
the invariant mass of the tag-and-probe pair is used in the
Zmass method and the isolation distribution of the probe elec-
tron candidate is used in the Z iso method.
Probe electrons with ET between 10 GeV and 15 GeV are
selected from Z → eeγ decays in which an electron has lost
much of its energy due to final-state radiation (FSR). At low
ET, this topology has less background than Z → ee decays.
The invariant mass in these cases is computed from three
objects: the tag electron, the probe electron and a photon.
7.1.1 Event selection
Events are selected using a logical OR between two single-
electron triggers, one with an ET threshold of 24 GeV requir-
ing medium identification and one with an ET threshold of
60 GeV and loose identification requirements.9
Events are required to have at least two reconstructed
electron candidates in the central region of the detector,
|η|< 2.47, with opposite charges (see Sect. 9 for the measure-
ment of the charge misidentification). The tag electron can-
didate is required to have a transverse energy ET > 25 GeV,
be matched to a trigger electron within R < 0.15 and
be outside the transition region between barrel and endcap
of the EM calorimeter, 1.37 < |η| < 1.52. Furthermore, it
has to pass the Tight identification requirement (Medium
for Z → eeγ ). The probe electron candidates must have
ET > 10 GeV and satisfy the track quality criteria. The invari-
ant mass of the tag–probe (tag–probe–photon for Z → eeγ )
9 The electron identification selection in the trigger is looser than or
equivalent to the corresponding analysis requirements.
system is required to be within ±15 GeV of the Z mass.
About 15.5 million probe electron candidates are selected
for further analysis.
For the Z → eeγ method, in addition to the tag and
the probe electron candidates, a photon is selected pass-
ing Tight photon identification requirement [23] and ful-
filling ET (probe) + ET (photon) > 30 GeV. Requirements
are placed on the angular distance between the photon and
the electron candidates to avoid double counting of objects:
R (tag–photon) > 0.4 and R (probe–photon) > 0.2. The
reason for the asymmetry between tag and probe electron
requirements is an isolation requirement with a cone size of
0.4 which is applied to the tag electron as one of the varia-
tions for assessing the systematic uncertainties. Furthermore,
FSR photons from the probe electron tend to be closer to
the probe electron than to the tag electron. Further require-
ments are placed on the tag–probe and tag–photon invariant
mass to select events with FSR: m(tag + photon) < 80 GeV,
m(tag + probe) < 90 GeV. All possible tag–probe–photon
combinations are used. About 13,000 probe electron candi-
dates with a transverse energy of 10 GeV < ET < 15 GeV
are selected integrated over the full |η| < 2.47 range.
7.1.2 Background estimation and variations for assessing
the systematic uncertainties of the Zmass method
The invariant mass of the tag-and-probe pair (and the photon
in the case of Z → eeγ ) is used as the discriminating variable
between signal electrons and background.
In order to form background templates, reconstructed
electron candidates with an associated track, satisfying track
quality criteria, are chosen as probes. In addition, identifica-
tion and isolation requirements are inverted to minimize the
contribution of signal electrons. A study was performed on
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Fig. 4 Illustration of the background estimation using the Zmass
method in the 20 GeV < ET < 25 GeV, 0.1 <η < 0.6 bin, at reconstruc-
tion + track-quality level (left) and for probe electron candidates passing
the cut-based Tight identification (right). The background template is
normalized in the range 120 GeV < mee < 250 GeV. The tag electron
passes cut-based Medium and isolation requirements. The signal MC
simulation is scaled to match the estimated signal in the Z -mass window
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Fig. 5 Illustration of the background estimation using the Z → eeγ
method in the 10 GeV < ET < 15 GeV, 0.1 < |η| < 0.8 bin, at recon-
struction + track-quality level (left) and for probe electron candidates
passing the cut-based Tight identification (right). The background tem-
plate is normalized in the range 100 GeV < mee < 250 GeV. The tag
electron passes cut-based Medium and isolation requirements. The sig-
nal MC simulation is scaled to match the estimated signal in the Z -mass
window
data and simulated samples to test the shape biases of pos-
sible background templates due to the inversion of selection
requirements and contamination from signal electrons, and
the least-biased templates were chosen. The remaining sig-
nal electron contamination in the background templates is
estimated using simulated events.
The normalization of the background template is deter-
mined by a sideband method: for the denominator (defined
at the beginning of Sect. 7), the templates are normal-
ized to the invariant-mass distribution above the Z peak
(120 GeV < mee < 250 GeV for Z → ee and 100 GeV
< meeγ < 250 GeV for Z → eeγ ).
Care is taken to remove the small contribution of signal
electrons in the tails of the distribution of all probes before
normalizing the background template to them. Tight probe
electrons and Tight data efficiencies are used to perform
this subtraction, except for the Tight efficiency extraction,
for which the MC efficiency is used. For the numerator, the
same templates are used as in the denominator, but they are
normalized to the same-sign invariant-mass distribution (all
numerator requirements are imposed on the probe). The nor-
malization is done in the same ranges as in the denominator.
The same-sign distribution is used as reference because it has
less signal contamination than the opposite-sign distribution,
an effect that is more important in the numerator. Figure 4
shows the Z → ee tag-and-probe invariant-mass distribution
in one example bin for both numerator and denominator,
including the normalized background template and the MC
Z → ee prediction. Figure 5 shows the same for the Z → eeγ
invariant-mass distribution.
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Fig. 6 Illustration of the background estimation using the Z iso method
in the 15 GeV < ET < 20 GeV, −0.6 < η < −0.1 bin, at reconstruc-
tion + track-quality level (left) and after applying the cut-based Tight
identification (right). The tag electrons are selected using the cut-based
Tight identification and a Z -mass window of 15 GeV is applied. The
threshold chosen for the sideband subtraction is Econe0.3T = 12.5 GeV
In order to assess systematic uncertainties, efficiency mea-
surements based on the following variations of the analysis
are considered. The mass window is changed from 15 to 10
and 20 GeV around the Z mass, the tag electron require-
ment is varied by applying a requirement on the calorimet-
ric isolation variable and, in the Z → ee case, by loosening
the identification requirement to Medium. Furthermore, for
ET < 30 GeV, two normalization regions, below and above
the Z peak are used. The normalization range below the peak
is 60 GeV < mee < 70 GeV. For ET > 30 GeV, the number
of events in the low-mass region is too small for a reliable
normalization, so instead two different background template
selections are considered. All possible combinations of these
variations are produced and taken into account as described
in Sect. 5.2.
7.1.3 Background estimation and variations for assessing
the systematic uncertainties of the Ziso method
In this approach, the calorimeter isolation distribution Econe0.3T
of the probe electron candidates is used as the discriminating
variable.
The background templates are formed as subsets of all
probe electron candidates used in the denominator of the
identification efficiency calculation. The probes for the back-
ground template are required to be reconstructed as electrons
with a matching track that satisfies track quality criteria;
however, they are required to fail some of the identification
requirements, namely the requirements on wstot and FHT. A
study was performed on possible background templates and
the bias due to the inversion of selection requirements and
contamination from signal electrons. The least-biased tem-
plates were chosen. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the background
templates are normalized to the isolation distribution of the
probe electron candidates using the background dominated
tail region of the isolation distribution.
To assess the systematic uncertainty of the efficiency, the
parameters of the measurement are varied. The threshold for
the sideband subtraction is chosen between Econe0.3T =10 GeV
and = 15 GeV. As in the Zmass case, the mass window is
changed from 15 GeV to 10 GeV and 20 GeV around the
Z mass, the tag electron requirement is varied by apply-
ing a requirement on the calorimetric isolation variable,
Econe0.4T < 5 GeV.
In addition, different identification requirements are
inverted to form two alternative templates and an alternative
probe electron isolation distribution Econe0.4T with a larger
isolation cone size (R = 0.4) is used as the discriminant.
As in the Zmass case, all possible combinations of these vari-
ations are considered.
For the Zmass and Z iso methods together, there are in total
90 variations, which are treated as variations of the same
measurement in order to estimate the systematic uncertainty
due to the background estimation method.
7.2 Tag-and-probe with J/ψ → ee events
J/ψ → ee events are used to measure the electron identifi-
cation efficiency for 7 GeV < ET < 20 GeV. At such low
energies, the probe sample suffers from a significant back-
ground fraction, which can be estimated using the recon-
structed dielectron invariant mass (mee) of the selected tag-
and-probe pairs. Furthermore, the J/ψ sample is composed
of two contributions. In prompt production, the J/ψ meson
is produced directly in the proton–proton collision via strong
interaction or from the decays of directly produced heavier
charmonium states. The electrons from the decay of prompt
J/ψ particles are expected to be isolated and therefore to
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have identification efficiencies close to those of isolated elec-
trons from other physics processes of interest in the same
transverse energy range, such as Higgs boson decays. In non-
prompt production, the J/ψ meson originates from b-hadron
decays and its decay electrons are expected to be less isolated.
Experimentally, the two production modes can be distin-
guished by measuring the displacement of the J/ψ → ee
vertex with respect to the primary vertex. Due to the long
lifetime of b-hadrons, electron-pairs from non-prompt J/ψ
production have a measurably displaced vertex, while prompt
decays occur at the primary vertex. To reduce the depen-
dence on the J/ψ transverse momentum, the variable used in
this analysis to discriminate between prompt and non-prompt
production, called pseudo-proper time [24], is defined as
τ = Lxy · m
J/ψ
PDG
pJ/ψT
. (3)
Here, Lxy measures the displacement of the J/ψ vertex with
respect to the primary vertex in the transverse plane, while
m
J/ψ
PDG and p
J/ψ
T are the mass [25] and the reconstructed trans-
verse momentum of the J/ψ particle.
Two methods have been developed to measure the elec-
tron efficiency using J/ψ → ee decays. The short-τ method,
already used in Refs. [2,13], considers only events with short
pseudo-proper time, selecting a subsample dominated by
prompt J/ψ production. The remaining non-prompt contam-
ination is estimated using MC simulation and the measure-
ment of the non-prompt fraction in J/ψ → μμ events [26].
The τ -fit method, used in Ref. [2], utilizes the full τ -range
and extracts the non-prompt fraction by fitting the pseudo-
proper time distribution both before and after applying the
identification requirements.
7.2.1 Event selection
Events are selected by five dedicated J/ψ → ee triggers.
These require tight trigger electron identification10 and an
electron ET above a threshold for one of the two trigger
objects, while only requiring an EM cluster above a certain
ET threshold for the other.
Events with at least two electron candidates with ET >
5 GeV and |η| < 2.47 are considered.
The tag electron candidate must be matched to a tight trig-
ger electron object within R < 0.005 and satisfy the cut-
based Tight identification selection. To further clean the tag
electron sample an isolation criterion is applied in most of the
analysis variations. The other electron candidate, the probe,
needs to satisfy the track quality criteria. It is also required
10 The tight electron identification selection applied in the J/ψ trigger
is looser than the corresponding analysis requirements. In particular, no
selection is applied to φ, E/p and isConv.
to match an EM trigger object of the J/ψ → ee triggers
within R < 0.005 and have a transverse energy that is at
least 1 GeV higher than the corresponding trigger threshold.
To ensure that the measured efficiency corresponds to well-
isolated electrons an isolation requirement is imposed on the
probe electron candidate as well. The isolation criterion has
less than 1% effect on the identification efficiency in sim-
ulated events. It is further required that the tag and probe
electron candidates are separated by Rtag−probe > 0.2 to
prevent one electron from affecting the identification of the
other. The pseudo-proper time of the reconstructed J/ψ can-
didate is restricted to −1 ps < τ < 3 ps in the τ -fit method
and typically to −1 ps < τ < 0.2 ps in the short-τ method.
The negative values of the pseudo-proper times are due to
the finite resolution of Lxy . At this stage no requirement is
made on the charge of the electrons and all possible tag-and-
probe pairs are considered. About 700,000 probe electron
candidates are selected for ET = 7–20 GeV, of which about
190,000 pass the Tight selection, within the range of −1 ps
< τ < 3 ps and integrated over |η| < 2.47.
7.2.2 Background estimation and variations for assessing
the systematic uncertainties
The invariant mass of the tag-and-probe pair is used to dis-
criminate between signal electrons and background. The
most important contribution to the background, even after
requiring the tag-and-probe pair to have opposite-sign (OS)
charges, comes from random combinations of two parti-
cles. This can be evaluated – assuming charge symmetry –
using the mass spectrum of same-sign (SS) charge pairs. The
remaining background is small and can be described using
an analytical model. For this, the invariant-mass distribution
of the two electron candidates is fitted with the sum of three
contributions: J/ψ , ψ(2S) and background, typically in the
range of 1.8 GeV < mee < 4.6 GeV. To model the J/ψ com-
ponent, a Crystal-Ball [27,28] function is used. In the τ -fit
method to better describe the tail, a Crystal-Ball + Gaussian
function is used instead. Theψ(2S) is modelled with the same
shape except for an offset corresponding to the mass differ-
ence between the J/ψ and ψ(2S) states. Finally the residual
background is modelled by a Chebyshev polynomial (as vari-
ation by an exponential function) with the parameters deter-
mined from a combined signal + background fit to the data.
The background estimated using SS pairs is either added to
the residual background in the binned fit (see Fig. 7 for the
short-τ method) or subtracted explicitly before performing
the unbinned fit (see Fig. 8 for the τ -fit method). The num-
ber of J/ψ candidates is counted within a mass window of
2.8 GeV < mee < 3.3 GeV.
In the τ -fit method, the prompt component is then
extracted by an unbinned fit of the pseudo-proper time dis-
tribution in the range −1 ps < τ < 3 ps, after correcting
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out in the short-τ method. Shown is the dielectron invariant-mass fit
for all probe electron candidates having a good track quality (left) and
for probe electron candidates passing the cut-based Tight identification
(right) for 10 GeV< ET < 15 GeV and 2.01 < |η| < 2.47. A track
isolation requirement of pcone0.2T /ET < 0.15 is placed on the probe
electron candidate. The pseudo-proper time is required to be −1 ps
< τ < 0.2 ps. Dots with error bars represent the opposite-sign (OS)
pairs for data, the fitted J/ψ signal is shown by the dashed blue and the
ψ(2S) by the dashed light blue lines (both modelled by a Crystal-Ball
function). A background fit is carried out using the sum of the same-sign
(SS) distribution (solid grey) from data and a Chebyshev polynomial of
2nd order describing the residual background (dashed grey). The sum
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electron candidates passing track-quality requirements (left) and for
probe electron candidates passing the cut-based Tight identification
(right) for 10 GeV < ET < 15 GeV and 0.1 < η < 0.8 is shown.
A track isolation requirement of pcone0.2T /ET < 0.15 is placed on both
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the contribution for the estimated background by subtract-
ing the τ distribution in the mass sidebands 2.3 GeV < mee
< 2.5 GeV and 4.0 GeV < mee < 4.2 GeV normalized to
the estimated background within the signal mass window as
given by the mee fit. The non-prompt component is modelled
by an exponential decay function convolved with the sum of
two Gaussian functions, while the shape of the prompt com-
ponent is described by the sum of the same Gaussian func-
tions describing the detector resolution, as shown in Fig. 9.
In the short-τ method, strict requirements on τ are made,
requiring it to be below 0.2 or 0.4 ps. The resulting non-
prompt contamination is below ∼20%, decreasing with
decreasing probe electron ET. The measured efficiency is
compared to the prediction of the MC simulation after mix-
ing the simulated prompt and non-prompt J/ψ → ee sam-
ples according to the ATLAS measurement of the non-
prompt J/ψ fraction in the dimuon final state at
√
s =
7 TeV [26].
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Systematic uncertainties arise predominantly from the
background estimation and the probe electron definition.
They are estimated by varying the tag-and-probe selection
(such as the isolation and the τ requirements), the fit parame-
ters (background and signal shapes, fit window and sideband
definitions) and the size of the mass window (changed by
±40%) for signal counting after the mass fit. In total, 186
variations were considered in each (ET, |η|) bin, using the
two methods, to determine the efficiency and its uncertainty.
7.3 Combination
To calculate the final results for the identification efficiency,
the data-to-MC correction factors are combined. The follow-
ing measurements are used in the different ET bins:
• 7–10 GeV: J/ψ → ee,
• 10–15 GeV: J/ψ → ee and Z → eeγ ,
• 15–20 GeV: J/ψ → ee and Z → ee,
• 20–25 GeV and bins above: Z → ee.
Only the two ET bins 10–15 and 15–20 GeV allow a com-
bination of independent measurements, which is done using
a program originally developed for the HERA experiment
[29] and used in Ref. [2]. It performs a χ2 fit over all bins,
separately for the bins below and above 20 GeV, adjusting
the input values taking into account correlations of the sys-
tematic uncertainties in η and ET bins.
Both the χ2 (ranging from 3.4 to 12.3 for 12 degrees of
freedom, depending on the identification selection) and the
pulls of the combination indicate good agreement for the
measurements in the 10–15 and 15–20 GeV bins.
7.4 Results
The combined data efficiencies are derived by applying the
combined data-to-MC efficiency ratios to the MC efficiency
prediction from simulated Z → ee decays. Similarly, when
comparing the results of different efficiency measurements,
the measured data-to-MC efficiency ratios are used to correct
the Z → ee MC sample.
The measured efficiencies for the various identification
criteria are presented as functions of the electron η, ET and
the number of reconstructed primary collision vertices in the
event. The latter is a measure of the amount of activity due to
overlapping collisions which affects the reconstructed elec-
trons, for example by making the calorimeter shower shapes
more background-like due to nearby particles. The efficiency
dependence in bins of primary vertices is only measured for
electrons with ET > 15 GeV using Z → ee events with the
Zmass method, as the J/ψ → ee sample size is not large
enough.
Figure 10 shows a comparison between efficiencies com-
puted for Z → ee decays in the two ET bins in which different
measurements overlap. The methods agree well.
The efficiencies integrated over ET or η, as well as the
dependence on the number of primary vertices is shown in
Fig. 11. These distributions assume the (ET, η) distribution of
electrons from Z → ee decays and treat the total uncertainties
as fully correlated between bins, as done for most analyses.
With tighter requirements on more variables, the overall
identification efficiency decreases, while the dependence on
ET and η increases, as expected. The efficiency of the cut-
based Multilepton selection shows less variation with the
number of primary vertices than the cut-based Loose selec-
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Fig. 10 Measured identification efficiency as a function of |η| for
ET = 10–15 GeV (left) and ET = 15–20 GeV (right) for the cut-
based Loose and Tight selections (top) and for Loose LH and Very
Tight LH (bottom). The data efficiency is derived by applying the mea-
sured data-to-MC efficiency ratios, determined with either the J/ψ or
the Z methods, to the prediction of the MC simulation from Z → ee
decays. The uncertainties are statistical (inner error bars) and statisti-
cal + systematic (outer error bars). The dashed lines indicate the bins
in which the efficiencies are calculated. For better visibility, the mea-
surement points are displayed as slightly shifted with respect to each
other
tion, as it relies less on the pile-up-sensitive variables Rη and
Rhad. Overall, the 2012 update of the cut-based menu (see
Sect. 4.1) has been successful: the efficiencies and rejec-
tions could be kept at values similar to those in 2011, while
the remaining pile-up dependence is small (variation below
4% for 1 to 30 vertices). The improvement of the 2012
menu regarding the pile-up robustness of the requirements
is demonstrated in Fig. 12, where the efficiencies for the cut-
based Loose, Medium and Tight selections as a function of
the number of reconstructed primary vertices are compared
for 2011 and 2012.
The Loose LH is tuned to match the efficiencies of the cut-
based Multilepton selection, while the (Medium LH) Very
Tight LH is tuned to match those of the cut-based (Medium)
Tight selection. The efficiency figures show that this tuning
is successful in almost all bins. While the efficiencies match,
the background rejection of the LH selections is better. The
background efficiencies are reduced by a factor of about two
when comparing the cut-based identification to the corre-
sponding LH selections (see Sect. 8).
The efficiencies as a function of ET and η, as presented in
Fig. 11, show some well-understood features. The identifica-
tion efficiencies in general rise as a function of ET because
electrons with higher ET are better separated from the back-
ground in many of the discriminating variables. For the low-
est (7–10 GeV) as well as for the highest (above 80 GeV) ET
bin, a significant and somewhat discontinuous increase in the
identification efficiency is observed. This is explained by the
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Fig. 11 Measured identification efficiency for the various cut-based
and LH selections as a function of ET (top left), η (top right) and the
number of reconstructed primary vertices (bottom). The data efficiency
is derived from the measured data-to-MC efficiency ratios and the pre-
diction of the MC simulation from Z → ee decays. The uncertainties
are statistical (inner error bars) and statistical + systematic (outer error
bars). The last bin in ET and number of primary vertices includes the
overflow. The dashed lines indicate the bins in which the efficiencies
are calculated
fact that at very low and very high ET some requirements are
relaxed. For the high ET bin the E/p requirement is removed,
because the measurement of the electron’s track momentum
is less precise for high-pT tracks and can therefore not safely
be used to distinguish electrons from backgrounds. It was
checked that the data-to-MC correction factor measured for
electrons above 80 GeV is applicable to electrons even at
ET greater than 400 GeV using the Z iso method. Within the
large statistical uncertainties, data-to-MC correction factors
binned in ET for the high-ET region were found to agree with
the combined data-to-MC correction factor above 80 GeV
that is presented in this paper. The lowest ET bin (7–10 GeV)
was tuned separately from the other bins, choosing the signal
efficiency to be a few percentage points higher. This leads to
higher background contamination.
The shape of the identification efficiency distributions
as a function of η is mainly due to features of the detec-
tor design and the selection optimization procedure that is
typically based on the signal-to-background ratio. A small
gap between the two calorimeter half-barrels and in the TRT
around |η| ≈ 0 explains the slight drop in efficiency. Another,
larger drop in efficiency is observed for 1.37 < |η| < 1.52,
where the transition region between the barrel and endcap
calorimeters is situated. At high |η| the efficiencies are lower
due to the larger amount of material in front of the endcap
calorimeters.
Figures 13 and 14 show the identification efficiencies
when integrated over ET or η, and as a function of the num-
ber of reconstructed primary vertices. These figures depict
in their lower panels the data-to-MC correction factors. As
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can be seen, the correction factors are close to one, with cut-
based selections showing better data–MC agreement than the
LH. Only for low ET or high values of η, corrections reach-
ing 10% have to be applied for the more stringent selection
criteria. The combined statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties in the data-to-MC correction factors range from 0.5 to
10%, with the highest uncertainties found at low ET, and in
the transition region of the calorimeter, 1.37 < |η| < 1.52.
At low ET, a large contribution to the uncertainties is statis-
tical in nature and can be considered uncorrelated between
bins when propagating the uncertainties to the final results of
analyses (in the presented figures the uncertainties are treated
as fully correlated between bins).
As discussed in Ref. [13], the difference between identi-
fication efficiencies in data and MC simulation can be traced
back to differences in the distribution of the variables used
in the identification, particularly the shower shape variables
and the TRT high-threshold hit ratio FHT, the latter being
defined only for |η| < 2. The distributions of the lateral
shower shapes are not well modelled by the GEANT4-based
simulation of the detector: in comparison to predictions of
the MC simulation, most shower shapes in data are wider
and centred at values closer to the background distributions.
These effects lead to higher efficiencies in MC simulation.
FHT, on the other hand, is underestimated in the simulation
for |η| > 1, leading to higher efficiencies in data than in the
simulation. These two effects cancel each other, as can be
seen in Fig. 13, where the data and MC efficiency values of
the cut-based Tight selection are quite close to each other for
1 < |η| < 2.
Figures 13 and 14 show that the data has a more significant
dependence on pile-up than predicted by simulation. For the
cut-based Multilepton and Loose selections, the data-to-MC
ratio is almost constant as a function of the number of pri-
mary vertices, while it decreases for the cut-based Medium
and Tight selections as well as the LH selections by about
2% from 1 to 30 primary vertices. This effect is primarily
caused by the mismodelling in MC simulation of the RHad(1),
wstot and FHT variables. The FHT variable is sensitive to the
pile-up conditions due to higher occupancies in events with
many vertices, which can lead to hit overlaps in the TRT
straws increasing the chance of passing the high threshold.
The effect is not well modelled by the simulation, indepen-
dent of the modelling of the pile-up itself. Both the RHad(1)
and wstot variables, as well as additional energy deposits from
pile-up particles, are not well modelled by the GEANT4 sim-
ulation of the calorimeter, leading to differences as a func-
tion of pile-up between data and MC simulation. The pile-up
profile of the collision data analyses which use the results
of these efficiency measurements is very close to the pile-up
profile of the efficiency measurements presented here. The
data-to-MC correction factors will therefore adjust the MC
efficiencies in the collision data analyses for the residual pile-
up dependence.
In general, the mismodelling of the distributions affects
cut-based and LH selections differently. For cut-based selec-
tions, a mismodelling in MC simulation is reflected in the
efficiency only if it occurs around the cut value. In the case
of the LH, a mismodelling anywhere in the distribution can
affect the efficiency. The harder the requirement on the dis-
criminant of the LH, the larger the effect of the differences
between data and MC distributions on the data-to-MC cor-
rection factors, as can be seen in Figs. 13 and 14.
8 Identification efficiency for background processes
The three main categories of electron background (in
descending order of abundance after electron reconstruc-
tion) are light-flavour hadrons, electrons from conversions
and Dalitz decays (referred to as background electrons in the
following), and non-isolated electrons from heavy-flavour
decays. The background efficiencies of the different identifi-
cation selections were studied using both MC simulation and
data.
8.1 Background efficiency from Monte Carlo simulation
The efficiencies of the different identification selections for
backgrounds were studied using MC simulation of all rele-
vant 2 → 2 QCD processes filtered at particle level to mimic
a level-1 EM trigger requirement. The sample is enriched in
electron backgrounds, with electrons from W and Z decays
excluded at particle level using generator-level simulation
information. Furthermore, the sample is required to pass a
set of electron and photon triggers without identification cri-
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Fig. 13 Identification efficiency in data as a function of ET (top left),
η (top right) and the number of reconstructed primary vertices (bot-
tom) for the cut-based Loose, Multilepton, Medium and Tight selec-
tions, compared to predictions of the MC simulation for electrons from
Z → ee decay. The lower panel shows the data-to-MC efficiency ratios.
The data efficiency is derived from the measured data-to-MC effi-
ciency ratios and the prediction of the MC simulation for electrons
from Z → ee decays. The last bin in ET and number of primary ver-
tices includes the overflow. The uncertainties are statistical (inner error
bars) and statistical + systematic (outer error bars). The dashed lines
indicate the bins in which the efficiencies are calculated
teria, to allow better comparison with data-driven measure-
ments. The estimated background efficiency and the com-
position of the background are shown in Table 3 for recon-
structed electron candidates passing track quality require-
ments with transverse energies between 20 and 50 GeV. The
quoted uncertainties are statistical only. The composition
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Fig. 14 Identification efficiency in data as a function of ET (top left),
η (top right) and the number of reconstructed primary vertices (bottom)
for Loose LH, Medium LH and Very Tight LH selections, compared to
predictions of the MC simulation for electrons from Z → ee decay. The
lower panel shows the data-to-MC efficiency ratios. The data efficiency
is derived from the measured data-to-MC efficiency ratios and the pre-
diction of the MC simulation for electrons from Z → ee decays. The
last bin in ET and number of primary vertices includes the overflow. The
uncertainties are statistical (inner error bars) and statistical + systematic
(outer error bars). The dashed lines indicate the bins in which the effi-
ciencies are calculated
of this background-enriched sample is categorized accord-
ing to simulation information: non-isolated electrons from
heavy-flavour decays, electrons from conversions and Dalitz
decays, and hadrons. No explicit isolation requirement is
applied. In analyses of collision data, the background effi-
ciencies translate to background from multijet processes of
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typically 2–10% for leptonic W and semileptonic t t¯ decays,
where the cut-based Tight identification and some moder-
ate isolation requirements have been applied. For a typical
selection for a Z cross-section measurement that relies on the
cut-based Medium identification, the multijet background is
below 0.5% in the Z mass peak region.
After applying the looser cut-based selections, the back-
ground generally consists of hadrons and background elec-
trons in similar fractions, with a small contribution of elec-
trons from heavy-flavour decays. As the cut-based selec-
tions get tighter, heavy-flavour decays begin to dominate
the remaining background, followed by background elec-
trons. In contrast, the Loose LH selection retains signifi-
cantly less hadronic background than its cut-based counter-
part; instead, non-isolated and background electrons dom-
inate in this regime. After the Very Tight LH selection,
hadrons are highly suppressed and the sample is dominated
by non-isolated electrons. To suppress these further, in many
analyses isolation and tighter impact parameter requirements
are added to the electron identification selection.
To estimate absolute background efficiencies, it is neces-
sary to determine the efficiency for background objects to
pass the denominator requirement of the relative efficien-
cies listed in Table 3. An unfiltered MC sample consisting
of minimum-bias, single- and double-diffractive events is
used. The numerator consists of reconstructed electron candi-
dates passing the trigger and track quality requirements with
transverse electron energy ET > 20 GeV. The denomina-
tor is defined as the numerator plus any object reconstructed
as a hadronic jet using the anti-kt jet reconstruction algo-
rithm [30], with a radius parameter R = 0.4, and trans-
verse jet energy ET,jet > 20 GeV. Jets overlapping with
reconstructed electron candidates within a R of 0.4 are
removed to prevent double-counting. Reconstructed objects
matched to simulated electrons from W and Z decays are also
removed from the calculation. Using this methodology, it is
found that 8.89% ± 0.16% (stat.) of the simulated jets built
from hadrons, photon conversions or heavy-flavour decays
are reconstructed as electrons with ET > 20 GeV and pass
trigger and track quality requirements. The efficiencies in
Table 3 can be multiplied by this number to obtain absolute
background efficiencies for jets with ET > 20 GeV.
8.2 Background efficiency ratios measured from collision
data
Studying the electron backgrounds in MC simulation can
give an approximate estimate of the background efficiency.
However, the description of the MC simulation has several
limitations: misidentification efficiencies depend on the tails
of the distributions of many discriminating variables, which
are typically more susceptible to mismodelling than the core
of the distribution. Furthermore, a small deviation in shape Ta
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Fig. 15 Ratio of background efficiencies for a LH to that of the closest-
efficiency cut-based selections as a function of η (left) and ET (right),
as obtained using an inclusive background sample (see text). The uncer-
tainties are statistical as well as systematic: a systematic uncertainty of
21% is assigned to the subtraction of signal events using the simula-
tion; this uncertainty is dominated by the mismodelling of the missing
transverse momentum
can lead to a large data-to-MC efficiency correction factor
due to the low fraction of candidates in the tails. A data-driven
estimate of the background efficiency is therefore essential.
In this section, the ratio of background efficiencies from cut-
based and LH menus is determined using data.
An inclusive background sample is selected by a set of
electron and photon triggers with different ET thresholds
and no identification requirement. To prevent contamination
from isolated electrons from W and Z decays, the recon-
structed electron candidate (matched to the trigger electron)
is rejected if it forms a pair with an invariant mass of 40–
140 GeV with an electron candidate passing the Medium
requirement. Likewise, the electron candidate is also rejected
if there is significant missing transverse momentum in the
event (EmissT > 25 GeV11), or if the transverse mass cal-
culated using EmissT is compatible with W -boson production
(mT > 40 GeV). In order to remove the residual true elec-
tron contamination, these kinematic requirements are further-
more applied to simulated Z → ee and W → eν samples; the
surviving events are scaled to the corresponding integrated
luminosity and subtracted from the data yields before the
background efficiency calculation.
The background sample is dominated by light-flavour
hadrons, followed by photon conversions and a small fraction
of heavy-flavour decays. The ratio of the background effi-
ciency for a LH to that for the closest-efficiency cut-based
selection is shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen that the LH
selections let through only about 40–60% of the background
11 The EmissT is the magnitude of the negative vectorial sum of the trans-
verse momenta from calibrated objects, such as identified electrons,
muons, photons, hadronic decays of tau leptons, and jets. Clusters of
calorimeter cells not associated with any object are also included.
compared to the cut-based selections, while it is shown in
Sect. 7.4 that they retain approximately the same signal elec-
tron efficiency. These results cannot be directly compared
to those derived from MC simulation and given in Table 3,
as the composition of the samples might differ. Nonetheless,
the data-driven and MC-based estimates show the same trend
when comparing the background rejection of cut-based and
LH selections.
9 Determination of the charge misidentification
probability
Charge misidentification occurs if an isolated prompt elec-
tron is reconstructed with a wrong charge assignment.
The misidentification is mostly caused by the emission of
bremsstrahlung at a small angle with a subsequent conver-
sion of the emitted photon and the mismatching of one of
the conversion tracks to the cluster of the original electron.
In addition, for high ET and therefore increasingly straight
tracks, charge misidentification can be caused by a failure
to correctly determine the curvature of the track matched
to the electron. For electrons with transverse energies of
ET < 300 GeV, the causes of charge misidentification are
predominantly conversions combined with inefficiencies in
matching the correct track to the electron.
Various physics analyses such as measurements of same-
sign W W scattering [31] or Z polarization [32] as well as
searches for supersymmetry in final states with two same-
sign leptons [33] rely on correct charge assignment. There-
fore the measurement of the charge misidentification rate and
its description in MC simulation is crucial.
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Fig. 16 Distribution of the invariant mass mee of the selected opposite-
sign (OS) or same-sign (SS) electron pairs in data and MC simulation
for 25 GeV < ET < 50 GeV in the 0.0 < η < 0.8 bin (left) and in
the 2.0 < η < 2.47 bin (right). Tag and probe electron candidates are
required to pass the cut-based Tight identification and a track isolation
requirement of pcone0.2T /ET < 0.14
In the range of ET for which the Z decays yield a suffi-
ciently large sample, and which is used by most analyses, the
charge misidentification probability is dominated by material
effects, rather than the precision of the measurement of the
track curvature, as studies using MC simulation have shown.
Therefore the charge misidentification rate is determined as a
function of η rather than ET using electrons with ET greater
than 15 GeV.
The event selection described in Sect. 7.1.1 is applied to
select a sample of Z → ee events, except for the opposite-
charge requirement. Additionally, both the tag and probe
electron candidates are required to satisfy certain identifi-
cation and isolation criteria. Figure 16 shows the mee distri-
bution of the selected OS and SS electron pairs for a repre-
sentative selection.
The probability for an electron to be charge misidentified
in a certain bin i in η and ET is referred to as i . The probabil-
ities i in the different regions are statistically independent.
The average number of SS events N SSi j that is expected for a
pair of electrons in the bins i and j follows from the num-
ber of total events N OS+SSi j , where no charge requirement is
applied, using the respective charge misidentification proba-
bilities i, j as:
N SSi j = N OS+SSi j [(1 − i ) j + (1 −  j )i ]. (4)
N SS+OSi j is taken from data after background subtraction. A
likelihood function can be constructed using a Poissonian
approximation of the probability to observe a specific number
of SS events nSS,obsi j in data if the electrons are reconstructed
in the bins i and j :
L =
∏
i, j
Li j =
∏
i, j
(N SSi j + N SS,bkgi j )n
SS,obs
i j × eN SSi j +N SS,bkgi j
n
SS,obs
i j
!
(5)
The likelihood function is maximized to estimate the charge
misidentification probabilities i in each bin i .
As in the other efficiency measurements, the backgrounds
originate from hadronic jets as well as from photon conver-
sions, Dalitz decays and semileptonic heavy-flavour hadron
decays. The backgrounds for total and same-sign candidate
events are estimated by extrapolating linearly the number of
events from equally sized sidebands of the invariant-mass
distributions above and below the Z mass peak to the signal
region. As an estimate of the uncertainties, the measurement
is performed by varying the invariant-mass window from 15
to 10 and 20 GeV around the Z mass, the width of the side-
bands used in the background subtraction is changed to be
20, 25, or 30 GeV. All variations have very small effects
on the measured rates. The average value of these variations
is taken as the measured value, the RMS as the systematic
uncertainty. The uncertainty returned by the minimization is
accounted for as a statistical uncertainty.
The charge misidentification rate is determined for three
representative sets of requirements applied in analyses:
• Medium Medium identification requirements.
• Tight + isolation Tight identification requirements com-
bined with selection criteria for the track isolation of
pcone0.2T /ET < 0.14.
• Tight + isolation + impact parameter Tight identifica-
tion combined with calorimetric and track isolation crite-
ria of Econe0.3T /ET < 0.14 and p
cone0.2
T /ET < 0.07 and
in addition requirements on the track impact parameters
of |z0| × sin θ < 0.5 mm and |d0|/σd0 < 5.0.
Figure 17 shows the charge misidentification probability for
the three working points as determined by the measurement
in data and MC simulation. Since the charge misidentification
probability is correlated with the amount of bremsstrahlung
and thus with the amount of traversed material, the prob-
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Fig. 17 Charge misidentification probability in data as a function of
η for three different sets of selection requirements (Medium, Tight +
Isolation and Tight + Isolation + impact parameter), compared to the
expectation of the MC simulation as measured on a sample of elec-
tron pairs from Z → ee decays. The lower panel shows the data-to-MC
charge misidentification probability ratios. The uncertainties are the
total uncertainties from the sum in quadrature of statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties. The dashed lines indicate the bins in which the
efficiencies are calculated
abilities are quite low in the central region of the detector
but can reach almost 10% for high values of |η|. The energy
in a cone around the electron can be indicative of energy
deposited by bremsstrahlung. Equally, large values of the
track impact parameters can mean that the track matched
to the electron is not a prompt track from the primary ver-
tex but from a secondary interaction or bremsstrahlung and
a subsequent conversion. Thus, tighter selection criteria, in
particular requirements on the isolation or track parameters,
can decrease the charge misidentification probability by a
factor of up to four, depending on the additional selection
requirements.
10 Reconstruction efficiency measurement
10.1 Tag-and-probe with Z → ee events
Electrons are reconstructed from EM clusters that are
matched to tracks in the ID, as described in Sect. 3. The
tracks are required to satisfy the track quality criteria, i.e.
to have at least one hit in the pixel detector and in total at
least seven hits in the pixel and SCT detectors. The measure-
ment of the efficiency to detect an energy cluster in the EM
calorimeter using the sliding-window algorithm is very chal-
lenging in data and not performed here. In MC simulation,
it is found to be above 99% for ET > 15 GeV as discussed
in Sect. 3. EM clusters form the starting point of the recon-
struction efficiency measurement.
The reconstruction efficiency is defined as the ratio of the
number of electrons reconstructed as a cluster matched to a
track satisfying the track quality criteria (numerator) to the
number of clusters with or without a matching track (denom-
inator). This reconstruction efficiency is measured using a
tag-and-probe analysis which is very similar to the Zmass
method introduced in Sect. 7. In comparison to the measure-
ment of the identification efficiency, the probe definition is
relaxed to include all EM clusters. The background estima-
tion is adapted to include the contribution of EM clusters with
no associated track. The measurement is only performed for
probe electron candidates with ET > 15 GeV, as the back-
ground contamination of the sample becomes too high at
lower ET.
10.1.1 Event selection
The general event selection as well as the criteria for the tag
electron are identical to the ones used in the Zmass method,
described in Sect. 7.1.1.
Each event is required to have at least one tag electron
candidate and one probe, which in this case is an EM cluster.
In order to veto EM clusters from converted photons, no other
cluster within R = 0.4 of a reconstructed electron candidate
is considered. No requirement on the charge of the tag and
the probe electron candidates is applied, since there is no
charge associated with EM clusters unless they are matched
to a track.
10.1.2 Background estimation and variations for assessing
the systematic uncertainties
The background estimation for the numerator of the recon-
struction efficiency (electrons passing the reconstruction
requirements) follows that of the Zmass method described in
Sect. 7.1.2. However, for the denominator (all reconstructed
EM clusters) an additional contribution from photon candi-
dates must be determined separately. The total background
at the denominator level is the sum of two contributions:
background to electrons reconstructed as a cluster with and
without an associated track. The background estimation for
these two contributions is explained below.
Background estimate for electrons reconstructed as clus-
ters with no associated track Electrons reconstructed as
EM clusters but not matched to any track are interpreted as
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Fig. 18 Estimate of the background to the selected EM clusters with
no associated track for 15 GeV < ET < 20 GeV and 1.52 < η < 2.01.
A polynomial fit (shown by a dashed dark grey line) is carried out in the
sideband region (indicated by dashed light grey boxes) of the invariant-
mass distribution of data events from which genuine electrons have been
subtracted using MC simulation (the data are shown by filled squares
before the subtraction of the prediction of the MC simulation and by
open circles afterwards). In the signal region, defined as the events with
an invariant mass of 80 GeV to 100 GeV, the fit result is used to obtain a
data-driven estimate, which is compared to the data minus the prediction
of the MC simulation. Only statistical uncertainties are shown for the
data minus the MC prediction; the systematic uncertainty in the scaling
of the MC simulation and description of the MC simulation of the
inefficiency to match an electron with a track is 10–20%
photons. In order to estimate the photon background, which,
unlike the signal electrons, has a smoothly falling invariant-
mass shape, a third-order polynomial is fitted to the invariant-
mass distribution of the selected electron–photon pairs (cor-
responding to the tag and the probe electron candidates). The
fit is carried out using the two sideband regions above and
below the Z mass peak, as illustrated in Fig. 18. Residual
signal electron contamination in the background-dominated
sideband regions is subtracted using MC simulation before
the fit. Systematic uncertainties in the scaling of the MC
simulation and description of the MC simulation of the inef-
ficiency to match an electron with a track are 10–20% and are
not shown in Fig. 18. These uncertainties explain the small
difference in the signal region between the data minus the
MC prediction and the polynomial fit to the sidebands. The
prediction of the MC simulation enters only in the subtrac-
tion of the very small residual signal in the sideband regions
used to perform the polynomial fit. The resulting uncertainty
in the measured reconstruction efficiency is negligible.
Background estimate for electrons reconstructed as clus-
ters with an associated track The method to estimate the
background to EM clusters with an associated track is almost
the same as for the identification efficiency measurement,
described in Sect. 7.1.2: A background template is selected
in data by inverting identification selection criteria for the
probes and normalized to the data in a control region of the
invariant-mass distribution of the tag-and-probe pair.
The backgrounds in the signal region are determined sep-
arately for clusters with tracks satisfying or not satisfying the
track quality selection criteria. Therefore, the track quality
selection criteria must be satisfied (not satisfied) in the back-
ground template selection for the invariant-mass distribution
of EM clusters passing (failing) the electron reconstruction
procedure.
Figure 19 shows the invariant-mass distributions of the
tag-and-probe pairs for probe EM clusters (composed of clus-
ters with or without a track match at the probe level) for two
selected bins both at the probe level and before and after
applying the reconstruction criteria to the probe electron can-
didate. The estimates of the two background components are
also depicted. As demonstrated by the figure, the measured
data agree well with the prediction, and the background sub-
traction procedure performs well.
The systematic uncertainty is estimated as for the iden-
tification efficiency. In addition to the variations listed in
Sect. 7.1.2, the sidebands for the polynomial fit used for the
estimation of the background to electrons without an associ-
ated track are varied among these choices: [70, 80 GeV] and
[100, 110 GeV], [60, 80 GeV] and [100, 120 GeV], [50, 80
GeV] and [100, 130 GeV], [55, 70 GeV] and [110, 125 GeV].
10.2 Results
The reconstruction efficiency, like the identification effi-
ciency, is measured differentially in (ET, η) bins. The effi-
ciency to reconstruct an electron associated with a track of
good quality varies from 95% to 99% between the endcap and
barrel regions for low-ET electrons (ET < 20 GeV). For very
high ET electrons (ET > 80 GeV) the efficiency is ∼99%
over the whole η range. The results are shown in Fig. 20,
projected in ET and η. The measured efficiency agrees well
with the prediction of the MC simulation. The data-to-MC
correction factors are at most 1–2% different from unity and
in most of the measurements they are within only a few per-
mille of one. The total uncertainty is < 0.5% for electrons
with ET between 25 and 80 GeV. It is larger at lower ET,
varying between 0.5 and 2.0%. The statistical and systematic
uncertainties are of the same order. Good data–MC agree-
ment observed for ET > 15 GeV gives confidence in the
description of the MC simulation of the detector response,
which is relied on for electrons with ET < 15 GeV. In this
low-ET region, the data-to-MC correction factor is assumed
to be 1.0 with an uncertainty of 2% in the barrel and 5% in
the endcap region.
As described in Sect. 3, for the 2012 data, a new track
reconstruction algorithm has been introduced in order to
improve the reconstruction of electrons that have under-
gone significant bremsstrahlung. Figure 20 also compares
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Fig. 19 Invariant-mass distributions of the tag-and-probe pairs for
probe EM clusters with 1.52 < η < 1.81 and 15 GeV< ET < 20 GeV
(left) or 40 GeV< ET < 45 GeV (right), before (top) and after (bot-
tom) applying the reconstruction criteria. The data (black dots with error
bars) at the all probes level is composed of two components: clusters
with no matching track (dark grey histogram with error bars) and clus-
ters with a matching track. The background is evaluated separately for
these two components. A third-order polynomial (grey dashed line span-
ning the region from 70 GeV to 110 GeV) depicts the estimated photon
background from a fit performed in the sideband regions as explained in
Sect. 10.1.2 and shown in Fig. 18. A background template normalized
in this case to the high-mass tail (magenta markers) is used to estimate
the background with a matching track. This background template is
obtained by requiring some of the identification criteria not to be sat-
isfied. Additionally, probes must pass or fail the track quality selection
requirements depending on whether the background to the electrons
passing or failing the reconstruction requirements is determined (see
Sect. 10.1.2). The shown magenta distribution is the sum of both com-
ponents. For illustration only, the signal prediction of the MC simulation
(blue dashed line) is also displayed. The sum of the normalized back-
ground template and the signal prediction of the MC simulation (red
line, shown for comparison but not used in the measurement) agrees
well with the data points
the reconstruction efficiencies measured in the 2011 and
2012 data. The new track fitting algorithm improves the
overall electron reconstruction efficiency by ∼5%. Most of
this improvement is in the low-ET range, where the elec-
tron reconstruction efficiency increases by more than ∼7%.
This constitutes a significant gain for important measure-
ments such as the determination of Higgs boson properties
in the channel H → Z Z∗ → 4 [34].
The gain in efficiency from the new track reconstruction
algorithm flattens the distribution of the reconstruction effi-
ciency in η. For the 2011 data, a large drop in efficiency was
observed for the endcap regions, where more bremsstrahlung
occurs due to a higher amount of material. For the 2012 data,
this drop has become much smaller. Furthermore, the 2012
results are more precise than the final 2011 results, partly
because of the increase in the size of the available data sam-
ple, but also due to improvements in the background subtrac-
tion method.
The efficiencies are also measured as a function of the
number of primary vertices in order to investigate the depen-
dence of the electron reconstruction on pile-up. Figure 21
shows that for data, the reconstruction efficiency for elec-
trons with ET > 30 GeV does not change with the number
of primary vertices.
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Fig. 20 Measured reconstruction efficiencies as a function of ET inte-
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for 15 GeV < ET < 50 GeV (right) for the 2011 (triangles) and the
2012 (circles) data sets. For illustration purposes a finer η binning is
used. The dashed lines in the left plot indicate the bins in which the
efficiencies are calculated
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11 Combined reconstruction and identification
efficiencies
Figure 22 shows the combined efficiencies to reconstruct and
identify electrons with respect to reconstructed energy clus-
ters in the EM calorimeter for all identification selections.
The efficiencies are shown as a function of ET and η. As
described in Sect. 7.4, the measured data-to-MC correction
factors are applied to a simulated Z → ee sample. The result-
ing efficiencies correspond to the measured data efficiencies
and can be compared to the efficiencies of simulated electrons
in Z → ee events as done in Figs. 23 and 24. For electrons
with ET < 15 GeV, the reconstruction efficiency cannot be
measured and is taken instead from the MC simulation.
The combined efficiency to reconstruct and identify an
electron from Z → ee with ET around 25 GeV is about 92%
for the Loose cut-based identification and around 68% for
the Tight cut-based identification as well as the Very Tight
LH selection. It is lower (higher) at lower (higher) ET, with
a sharper turn-on as well as a greater η dependence for the
tighter selections. Since the reconstruction efficiency is con-
stant, the shapes are mainly determined by the variation of
the identification efficiency (see Sects. 7, 10).
12 Summary
Using the full 2012 data set, 20.3 fb−1 of 8 TeV pp collisions
produced by the LHC, the reconstruction, identification, and
charge misidentification efficiencies of central electrons in
the ATLAS detector are determined using a tag-and-probe
method. Reconstruction and charge misidentification effi-
ciencies are measured for electrons from Z → ee decays.
The identification efficiency measurements from J/ψ and
Z decays are combined using data-to-MC efficiency ratios,
improving the precision of the results.
In 2012, a new track reconstruction algorithm and impro-
ved track-cluster matching were introduced to recover effi-
ciency losses due to electrons undergoing bremsstrahlung.
As a result, the overall electron reconstruction efficiency
is increased by roughly 5% with respect to the 2011 effi-
ciency. Averaged over η, it is about 97% for electrons with
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simulation from Z → ee decays. The uncertainties are statistical (inner
error bars) and statistical + systematic (outer error bars). The last ET
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Fig. 23 Measured combined reconstruction and identification effi-
ciency as a function of ET (left) and η (right) for the cut-based Loose,
Multilepton, Medium and Tight selections, compared to expectation of
the MC simulation for electrons from Z → ee decay. The lower panel
shows the data-to-MC efficiency ratios. The data efficiency is derived
from the measured data-to-MC efficiency ratios and the prediction of
the MC simulation for electrons from Z → ee decays. The uncertainties
are statistical (inner error bars) and statistical + systematic (outer error
bars). The last ET bin includes the overflow
ET = 15 GeV and reaches about 99% at ET = 50 GeV. For
electrons with ET > 15 GeV, the reconstruction efficiency
varies from 99% at low |η| to 95% at high |η|.
The uncertainty on the reconstruction efficiency is below
0.5% for ET > 25 GeV, and between 0.5–2% at lower trans-
verse energy. Below 15 GeV, the reconstruction efficiency is
not measured due to the overwhelming background contam-
ination of the sample.
The electron identification was improved by loosening the
selection criteria for the shower shapes in the EM calorimeter
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Fig. 24 Measured combined reconstruction and identification effi-
ciency as a function of ET (left) and η (right) for the Loose LH, Medium
LH and Very Tight LH selections, compared to predictions of the MC
simulation for electrons from Z → ee decay. The lower panel shows
the data-to-MC efficiency ratios. The data efficiency is derived from
the measured data-to-MC efficiency ratios and the prediction of the
MC simulation for electrons from Z → ee decays. The uncertainties
are statistical (inner error bars) and statistical + systematic (outer error
bars). The last ET bin includes the overflow
that are most affected by the increased instantaneous lumi-
nosities provided by the LHC in 2012. To compensate for
the loss in rejection power, new selection criteria were intro-
duced and requirements on variables less sensitive to pile-up
were tightened. Additionally, new identification selections
were developed: the cut-based Multilepton selection, opti-
mized for low-energy electrons, as well as an identification
based on the likelihood (LH) approach. Using the LH identi-
fication selections, the background rejection is significantly
improved while maintaining the same signal efficiency as
that of the cut-based selections. The identification efficiency
has a strong dependence on ET and, for the tighter criteria, on
η. Calculated with respect to reconstructed electrons satisfy-
ing quality criteria for their tracks, it averages between 96%
(cut-based Loose) and 78% (Very Tight LH) for electrons
with ET > 15 GeV. The measured pile-up dependence is
below 4% for 1–30 reconstructed primary collision vertices
per bunch crossing for all sets of selection criteria. Some dif-
ferences between the behaviour in data and MC simulation
are observed, but understood. The total uncertainties in the
identification efficiency measurements are 5–6% (1–2%) for
electrons below (above) ET = 25 GeV.
Charge misidentification of electrons in the probed ET
range is mostly caused by the emission of bremsstrahlung.
The charge misidentification depends strongly on the applied
selection criteria as well as on the η of the electron. For rep-
resentative selections the probability is at sub-percent level
for |η| < 1 and can be as high as 10% for |η| ∼ 2.5.
The measured data-to-MC efficiency ratios are applied as
correction factors in analyses, such as the measurement of
the properties of the Higgs boson, and their uncertainties are
propagated accordingly. The scale factors are close to unity
with deviations larger than a couple of percent from unity
occurring only for low-ET or high-|η| regions.
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